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Abstract
We analyze the decay 7 —» x+ir~e+e~ using a recently developed chiral

model which incorporates vector mesons. We find a parlial width of 0.38 eV,
and also obtain distributions in terras of the x+x~ and e+e~ invariant masses.
We anticipate the opportunity to test our results against future experimental
data from the eta factories.

INTRODUCTION

Rare meson decays have been studied extensively during the last several
years. There are many reasons for this. For example, rare decays have been
invaluable in helping us determine the nature of CP violation. They have also
contributed to our understanding of low-energy QCD. Theses studies have
progressed as better and more intense beams have become available and ex-
periments have become more sophisticated. On the theoretical side, one effec-
tive model for describing mesonic decays has been vector-meson dominance,
in particular in the way in which this mechanism has been incorporated in
the framework of chiral perturbation theory. The decay 1/ —» x + x~7 [1,2)
is one of many processes studied previously using this approach. There also
exists a high-statistics experimental analysis of this process[3j. The authors
of this analysis demonstrated that the rate obtained with the simplest gauge-
invariant amplitude (without the intermediate vector propagator) does not
match the experimental photon spectrum. In contrast, a chiral theory cal-
culation^^] which included vector-meson effects provided a very successful
fit to the branching ratio and the experimental spectrum.

The related decay 17 —» x+x"e+e~ has not received as much attention. On
the experimental side, the only data that exist consist of a single event [4].
However, with the development of high-intensity beams, such as the tagged-i?
beam at Saturne[5], it should soon be possible to carry out a high-statistics
experimental analysis. The amplitude for this process involves photons off
shell, and therefore it allows the opportunity to extend the study of the role
played by the vector mesons and of the extent to which chiral perturbation
theory can describe the decay.

In this note we extend the calculation that was carried out for 77 —» x + x~7
with a model which incorporates vector mesons in the chiral Lagrangian, to
the decay IJ —» x+x~e+e". This latter process presents a more stringent test
of the theory. Since a match between chiral models and experimental results
still eludes us in some areas, we hope that this calculation will generate
interest in a future experimental measurement.



CHIRAL MODEL

There has been much work over the years on effective chiral Lagrangians
that include the Wess-Zumino non-Abelian anomaly. In particular, there
have been two fundamental approaches in incorporating vector mesons into
these theories. One, by Schecter and collaborators^], is based on treating
the spin-one mesons as massive Yang-Mills bosons. In the other[7,8], the
vector mesons are identified as the dynamical gauge bosons of a hidden local
symmetry in the nonlinear chiral Lagrangian. Aside from the numerical
value for the parameters, the general structures of both approaches have been
demonstrated to be equivalent, and radiative processes such as the one we
are considering can be described in a unique way with either model (see [2]).
Here we briefly describe the fundamental aspects of the hidden-symmetry
model developed by Fujiwara et a/.[8] and how it applies to our particular
decay process.

The scalar and pseudoscalar nonets are represented by 3x3 matrix fields
and the vector nonet by Vv, and thus they transform accordingly under
[U(3)LxU(3)fl],,0*<1/ x [U(3)v]iocai- V is written in terms of the Nambu-
Goldstone pion fields as U = exp(2»x//,), where /„ =93 MeV is the pion de-
cay constant. The matrix variables (L and (R are defined such that U = { [ { R .
The full group is gauged with external fields ALM and AR,, including, in par-
ticular, the electromagnetic field Bv, in which case alone we would have
A-Lti = Afo = cBpQ, with Q the quark charge matrix. By expanding the
Lagrangian and picking off individual terms, it is possible to relate the gauge
coupling g and / , to my, the vector-photon coupling gv, and gvww In par-
ticular, gv = rnyjg and gv,* = rn\/2Jlg.

To deal with the anomaly including vector mesons, one defines the build-
ing blocks

<*L,R = d£ /,,/»(/,,«> Ai,R = ft.R^t.irfi.rti

«/.,« = OL,R ~ igV + iAL,R, (1)

Fv = dV - igV2, FL,R =

where a = (dtlU)U~*dx". Then the general form for the anomalous action is

(2)

where IVz is the original Wess-Zumino term and the £,- are gauge-covariant
terms which are homogeneous solutions of the original Wess-Zumino action.
There are four terms which can be made C and P invariant, and they are

£, = Tr(a3
LaR - a3

RaL),

= Tr(aLaRaL6R),

- aKaL)),

(3)

£ 6 -

All the £, vanish in the low-energy limit, and P converges to the old Ywz &s
required. Different values of c, determine the extent of vector-meson domi-
nance and the balance between contact terms and those which contain inter-
mediate vector bosons. The constants c, can be fitted to the data, and the
authors of (8] chose C\ — cj = — 1, c« = e* = 1. One may see the effect of
this choice by expanding the terms in the action of Eq. (2) and picking off
the contributions to a particular coupling. Then, in the notation of [8], this
particular choice of constants yields

"Complete vector dominance" would require a different choice of constants.
The particular combination chosen makes T° —» 27 proceed entirely via «•• —»
p + u followed by p —» 7 , m —» 7, and also makes the contact term in u> —• 3T
vanish. This choice yields the correct decay rate for u> —» 3T. The rate for
T° -+ 27 is guaranteed in any case by the anomaly constraint when the
intermediate vector mass is zero.



T H E DECAY r, -» x+x~t+ + f

The model described above was used previously[2] to calculate the rate'
for the decay r\ —» x+r~7. The three graphs that contribute to this process
are shown in Fig. 1. The particular combination of Eq. (4) makes the
contribution from Fig. l(b) vanish. We used the mixing prescription

(5)

with 0 = —20° being the most recent value for the mixing angle{9]. The
amplitude is then given by

= «o • |i|") + cp.

. .(6)

where p* are the pion momenta and ig is the photon polarization. The phys-
ical values ft = 1.25/, and /„ — 104 / , , which parametrize SU(3) breaking,
were taken from Donoghue et al.[\0] The amplitude of Eq. (6) yields the
decay width F(IJ —» ir+jr~7) =62 eV, in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental result[3] F(exp)=64±v eV, in contrast to earlier attempts which used
vector-meson dominance[l 1]. The comparison of the predicted spectrum with
the experimental one of Gromley et a/.[3] is shown in Fig. 2. The authors'
of [3] demonstrated that the rate obtained with the simplest gauge-invariant
amplitude (without the rho propagator) does not match the experimental
photon spectrum. .

The amplitude of Eq. (6) can now be modified to describe the process r) -*
* + jr-e + e- . We take the photon off shell and replace t" by e/k2u(k-)f"v(k+),
where k* are the electron momenta. Although it would now be possible
to have transitions into final states with [x+x~)j-0, which are forbidden
by angular momentum conservation for k1 = 0, these channels would not

contribute significantly and can be ignored. With this modification, the
amplitude becomes "

e+O: (7)

[1 3 ml
[2 2 m > -

where now k = k+ +" Jt" and p = p+ + p~.
Using this amplitude we have calculated the differential decay rate of

i; —• T+T"e+e" in terms of the variables x = (p* +p")*/mj,. the .normalized
mass of the pions, and y = (k+ + Jb~)a/mJ, the normalized mass of electrons.
The notation is similar to that used by Sebgal and Wanninger[12] in an
analysis of
the result

e+e~. After considerable manipulation we obtained

dxdy ~ 18(4»T)» [2 2(mJ-*)(mJ-y)J

x,

where X(x,y,z) = x1+y1+zi— 2zy—2xz-2yz , ft = mt/m^ and v = :
In contrast to Ref. [12] we did not neglect the electron mass, which yields a
small but not insignificant contribution.

The individual distributions can be computed by integrating Eq. (8)
with respect to x or y, and the results are shown in Fig. 3. The decay width
obtained for r> —» «•+«•"»+»-• x^x eTe is

r(v e-) = 0.38 eV. 0)
This partial width corresponds to a branching ratio (0.32±.03)xl0~3. The
only data that exist|4] consist of a single event. Based on this event, the
experimental branching ratio is 1.3*QJ X 10~3. Clearly, a substantial increase
in statistics is required to establish a reliable experimental rate and the shape
of the decay spectrum. Decays of this type provide very useful information in
our understanding of low-energy QCD, and additional experimental efforts
would be extremely helpful.



CONCLUSION

We have calculated the decay 17 —» T+x~e+e~ using a model that incor-
porates vector mesons in the chiral Lagrangian. Radiative decays of mesons
have provided a good test of chiral perturbation theory. In general, this has
been a successful framework in which to study low-energy processes. On
the other hand, there are areas (for example) 13] in the decay 7 —» 777)
where a match between theory and experiment still eludes us. The decay
77 —» T + T ~ 7 has been adequately described using the present model. We
expect that ij —» x+ir~e+e~ will present a more stringent test, and we would
welcome a precision measurement in future experiments at the eta factories.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Graphs for i) —» t+ir~y.

Fig. 2. Differential spectrum for i; —» r+r~f compared to the experimental re-
sult of Gromley tt al. [3].

Fig. 3. Differential spectra for TJ —»jr+*~e+e~. The pion and lepton normalized
invariant masses are defined by z = (p+ +p~)3/m* and y = (fc+ + i~)2/mjj.
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